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Apps provided and supported by 3rd parties, enhancing the eCADSTAR experience. 

1 Copyright Notice 
1.1.1.1 WARNING: 

This product is supplied “as is” from Zuken srl. 

All enquires on this product should be addressed to 

eCADSTAR@it.zuken.com 

 

In case of misfunction of the eCADSTAR Product, the user must, 

uninstall this add on as detailed in this user documentation, then 

repair the eCADSTAR installation. If the problem still occurs, please 

contact Zuken support support.zuken.com. 

 

Zuken is not responsible for any inconvenience caused by the script 

with the user’s library and projects. By using this script, the user 

understands that it is the users full responsibility for any issue caused. 

 

 

 

 

2 Abstract 
This program link eCADSTAR parts library properties with an ODBC database. 

This is double way link: 

All the properties for all the parts are transferred into an ODBC database. 

All properties from the database will update the one into eCADSTAR . 

This link is a solution to allow eCADSTAR user to link with external systems. 

The eCADSTAR library is considered MASTER. 

New parts can optionally imported into eCADSTAR library 

3 Preparation 
It is suggested the installation of the latest version of PCBgui App to enable the Icons in 

the eCADSTAR GUI. 

You can get this app from eCADSTAR 3rd Party Apps. 

 

mailto:eCADSTAR@it.zuken.com
http://support.zuken.com/
https://www.ecadstar.com/en/resource-type/3rd-party-apps/
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Run the install executable “eCADSTARpropToOdbSetup.X.X.X.X.exe” 

 
The program is installed in the folder: 

C:\Program Files\Zuken\Apps  

 

4 Database selection: 
 

A new empty or an existing one can be selected using the ODBC connector: 

 

 
After selection of the eCADSTAR library, you can: 
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EXPORT: 
A new table called PARTS will be created. 

If this table already exist, will be overwritten 

Then all properties will be copied from eCADSTAR library into this table 

IMPORT: 
All the properties exported from eCADSTAR will be updated with the values contained 

into the table PARTS. 

A file called eCS.propList must exist in the library folder. The properties listed in this file 

will be updated. This file contains one line for each property name to be updated. 

This file have this format: 

0|propertyname 

1|propertyname 

2|propertyname 

3|propertyname 

where: 

0 = the property is ignored 

 1= the property is passed from eCADSTAR library to ODBC only 

 2= the property is passed from ODBC to eCADSTAR only 

 3= the property is passed from eCADSTAR library to ODBC and ODBC to 

eCADSTAR (bidir) 
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5 Running from command line 
 

The tool can be invoked from command line. 

In this case the parameter syntax is the following: 

eCSpropToODBC.exe [-switches] 

if no switches, the normal GUI is displayed 

Parameters: 

- l:[ibrary] 

Specify the eCADSTAR library folder (es:  

-l:C:\Users\Public\eCADSTAR\eCADSTAR 2020.0\Library) 

-d:[atabase] 

Specify the eCADSTAR database name (es: -

d:C:\Users\Public\eCADSTAR\eCADSTAR 2020.0\Library\eCS.mdb) 

-c:[onnectionstring] 

ODBC connection string 

-n[ew] 

New parts are added to eCADSTAR library (see limitations chapter..) 

-h[elp] 

Open help documentation 

-e[xport] 

Perform export of data from eCADSTAR to ODBC  

-I[mport] 

Perform import of data from ODBC to eCADSTAR 

-g[ui] 

Run the program in GUI mode (no batch). All other parameters will be ignored 

-b[atch] 

Run the program in batch. If a parameter is missed will be used the one specified 

in the last INTERACTIVE session 

-r:[report] 

Specify the report file. (by default: %TEMP%\eCSpropToOdbImport.log 

-x 

If set, debug mode…. An intermediate sqlite database is created 
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6 Support for CLASSIC Cadstar: 
When writing into ODBC, the program check if exist the table Library. 

If exist, the database is CLASSIC Cadstar format. 

In this case the table Parts, and attributes will be updated. 

If the component does not already exist into ODBC, a new one will be added with 

minimal information’s. 

The full information can be completed using the CLASSIC Cadstar library editor 

The property Part_Class is exported from CLASSIC to the property in eCADSTAR, but is 

flattened, (Capacitor_ceramic_0604) 

 

7 Uninstall 
No uninstall program is supplied. 

A manual task must be performed: 

• Delete the folder  

o C:\Program Files\Zuken\Apps\propToOdb 

• Delete the file: 
o "C:\ProgramData\Microsoft\Windows\Start Menu\Programs\Zuken Apps\propToOdb.lnk" 

 

8 Known Limitations & Restrictions 
• If a CLASSIC C* part name contains forbidden chard (like space, commas.) the 

part is migrated to eCADSTAR replacing the char to “_”. 

This is supported by the link,but the other way, from eCADSTAR to CLASSIC 

cannot manage this situation, because one char is mapped to many. So, we have 

the situation: 

CLASSIC: ‘CONN TRANSCEIVER AVAGO AFBR-5972Z’ -> eCADSTAR 

‘CONN_TRANSCEIVER_AVAGO_AFBR-5972Z’ 
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back to CLASSIC: ‘CONN_TRANSCEIVER_AVAGO_AFBR-5972Z’ -> and 

‘CONN TRANSCEIVER AVAGO AFBR-5972Z’ is left unchanged in ODBC 

 

 

 


